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Motivation

Motivated by random matrix theory, Zirnbauer (1996) considers

X0 = G0/K0 ↩ X = G/K

where

(G,K,θ) symmetric superpair of complex Lie supergroups

(G0, K0,θ) Riemannian real form of underlying symmetric pair

Zirnbauer thus embeds ten of Cartan’s infinite series of RSS

extraneous because they are groups rather than coset spaces, they fit in the same framework by

putting by G!!G"G and "(g1 ,g2)!(g2 ,g1), so H!!diag(G"G)!G and G!/H!!G .

As far as applications to random-matrix theory and disordered single-particle systems are

concerned, the most important structure carried by Riemannian symmetric superspaces is their

G!-invariant Berezin measure. Such a measure always exists by Definition 2.1 and the existence

of local coordinates. To describe it in explicit terms, one introduces a local coordinate system by

the exponential map M!→G!/H! , Z!exp(Z)H! . By straightforward generalization #replace
the Jacobian by the Berezinian$ of a corresponding calculation #cf. Ref. 38$ for ordinary symmet-
ric spaces, one obtains for the principal term of the invariant Berezin measure the expression

DZ!J(Z),whereDZ ! dz1 " ••• " dzp " %&1•••%&q denotes the flatBerezinmeasure onM! , and if

TZ :M!→M! is the linear operator defined by

TZ! '
n!0

(
ad2n#Z $

#2n#1 $!
,

the function J(Z)!SDetTZ . )Note 'n!0
( x2n/(2n#1)!!x$1 sinh x*. A universally valid expres-

sion for the anomaly in these coordinates is not available at present.

III. SUPERSYMMETRY APPLIED TO THE GAUSSIAN RANDOM-MATRIX ENSEMBLE OF
CLASS C

The goal of the remainder of this paper will be to demonstrate that Riemannian symmetric

superspaces, as defined in Sec. II F, arise in a compelling way when Gaussian ensemble averages

of ratios of spectral determinants for random matrices are considered in the large-N limit. The

example to be discussed in detail will be the Gaussian ensemble defined over the symplectic Lie

algebra sp(N), which has recently been identified24 as a model for the ergodic limit of normal-

superconducting mesoscopic systems with broken time-reversal symmetry.

A. The supersymmetry method: A simple example

The pedagogical purpose of this section is to illustrate our strategy at a simple example.41 If

u(N) is the Lie algebra of the unitary group in N dimensions, consider on iu(N) #the Hermitian
N"N matrices$ the Gaussian probability measure with width v/!N . Denoting by H the elements

of iu(N) and by dH a Euclidean measure, we write the Gaussian probability measure in the form

d+(H)!exp#$N Tr H2/2v2$dH , ,d+(H)!1. This measure is called the Gaussian unitary en-
semble #GUE$ in random-matrix theory. The object of illustration will be the average ratio of
spectral determinants,

TABLE II. The large families of Riemannian symmetric superspaces.

Class G!/H! MB M F

A#A Gl(m#n) A A

AI#AII Gl(m#2n)/Osp(m#2n) AI AII

AII#AI Gl(m#2n)/Osp(m#2n) AII AI

AIII#AIII Gl(m1#m2#n1#n2)/Gl(m1#n1)"Gl(m2#n2) AIII AIII

BD#C Osp(m#2n) BD C

C#BD Osp(m#2n) C BD

CI#DIII Osp(2m#2n)/Gl(m#n) CI DIII

DIII#CI Osp(2m#2n)/Gl(m#n) DIII CI

BDI#CII Osp(m1#m2#2n1#2n2)/Osp(m1#2n1)"Osp(m2#2n2) BDI CII

CII#BDI Osp(m1#m2#2n1#2n2)/Osp(m1#2n1)"Osp(m2#2n2) CII BDI
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Programme: Develop the harmonic analysis on X = G/K.
First, understand the invariant differential operators D(X)G.
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Super Chevalley’s restriction theorem

Invariant symbols: C[T∗X]G " S(p∗)k, g = k⊕ p the θ-eigenspaces.

Thus, let (g, k,θ) symmetric superpair of complex Lie superalgebras.
We assume that (g, k) is

• strongly reductive (⇒ g =
⊕
{simple basic class. ideals ≠ A(1|1)})

• of even type, ∃ even Cartan subspace: a ⊂ p0,semi-simple, a = zp(a).
Let

Σi = Σ(gi : a),W0 = W(g0 : a) roots, even Weyl group

Σ̄1 λ ∈ Σ1, λ,2λ ∉ Σ0

Wλ = 〈expRTλ〉 ⊂ GL(a) 〈h′, Tλ(h)〉 = λ(h′)λ(h)

Theorem (A, Hilgert, Zirnbauer 2010)

The image I(a∗) of the restriction map S(p∗)k → S(a∗) is

I(a∗) = S(a∗)W where W =
〈
W0 ∪

⋃
λ∈Σ̄1

Wλ
〉
.

‘Group’ case: Sergeev (1999), Kac (1984), Gorelik (2004).
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Super Harish-Chandra isomorphism

Let I(a) " I(a∗) be the image of the ‘restriction’ S(p)k → S(a). Choose
a positive system Σ+ ⊂ Σ and let n =

⊕
{positive root spaces}.

For D ∈ U(g)k, define Da ∈ U(a) = S(a) by D −Da ∈ n U(g)+U(g)k
and Γ(D) = e−#Dae# ∈ S(a) where # = 1

2 strn ad
∣∣

a.

Theorem (A 2010)

Γ is a surjective algebra morphism U(g)k → I(a) with kernel (U(g)k)k; it
induces an algebra isomorphism D(X)G → I(a).

‘Group’ case: Kac (1984), Gorelik (2004).

Main ingredient: Spherical superfunction φλ(a) =
∫
K/M L∗aH∗(eλ−#),

H : G → a Iwasawa a-projection.

Differences: φλ(1) = 0; φwλ = |detw|−1 ·φλ for w ∈ Wλ, λ ∈ Σ̄1;
‘shifted’ c-function asymptotics.
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Examples

Let (g, k) = (k⊕ k, k) (group type), k = osp(2|2). Then

I(a) = C[L] (L = super-Laplacian)

Let g = osp(2|2), ‘special’ involution. Then

I(a) = C[z,w]/(z3 −w2)

is the ring of regular functions on a singular curve.

Thanks!
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